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NATURE IN MIDDLE ENGLISH 

The allegorical figure Nature has played no inconsiderable 

part in English literature since about 1350. At times its r?le was 

especially conspicuous, as in the allegorical works derived from 

Chaucer and the Old French. On the whole, it came mostly 
from French sources, but occasionally from the older Latin 

tradition and thus ultimately from the philosophies of Aristotle 

and Plato and their successors. A survey of these origins I 

have given in other articles.1 

In Middle English, the personification Nature was used 

sporadically except for four lines of tradition which I shall trace 

shortly. It was employed to include the common offices: 

creation, teaching, and the like.2 Instead of Nature appeared 
now and then the indigenous term Kind. The most important 
instances of the appearance of Nature fall into lines of influence 

that can be traced in a diagram. The four chief courses are 

headed by Chaucer, Reson and Sensuality, Piers the Plowman, 
and The Mirrour of the World. 

Latin encyclopedias 

Image du Monde* 

.Alan of Lille (Latin), 

nourcu Les ?checs Amoureux 

Chaucer (Parlement of Foules) I / 

i 

' 

Nature 

S, 
Roman de la Rose 

Piers the Plowman 

Lydgate (R'eson and Sensuality) \ I 
Death and Life 

lemenls 

Wit and Science 

I s 
? J. Marriage of Wit and Science 

Example of Virtue 

1 "Nature in Earlier Periods," Jour. Eng. and Germ. Philol., XIX, ii; 

"Nature in Old French," Modern Philology, "Nature in Early Italian," Modern 

Lang. Notes. 
2 Cf. Cursor Mundi, ed. R. Morris, II (E.E.T.S.), 1876,1.9430 (not personi 

fication); The Fire of Love, Richard Rolle, ed. Misyn, (E.E.T.S.) 1896, p. 41, 

1.8; The Pearl, ed. C. G. Osgood, Boston, 1906, 269-70. No reference appears 
in Anglo-Saxon. Moreover, the earliest citation may probably be that in the 

New Oxford Dictionary, from Chaucer. Cf. John Gower, Complete Works, 
ed. G. C. Macaulay, Oxford, 1899-1902, Confessio Amantis, Latin heading to 

Bk. I; III, I70fi\; V, 2594, 5961; VIII, 63, 2224fi\, 2327ff.: his Latin works, 
Vox Clamantis, I, 109, 1092; V, 845; Viciorum Pestilencia, 217: in French, 

Mirour de Vomme, 940, 6692, 8145, 17341, 17353. 

186 
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I 

Chaucer occasionally used the figure of Nature as a creator 

in general3 and as a creator of beautiful women in particular.4 But 

his influence arose especially through the allegorical Parlement 

of Foules (about 1381-2), wherein the goddess took a consider 

able part in the action. The poem gave great impetus to the 

bird-allegory. Whether it embodied references to Richard II 

and Anne of Bohemia or to other noble lovers seems undeter 

mined.6 W. D. Farnham6 has shown that the basis for the plot 
is the folk-lore tale of conflicting lovers, in which several men 

in high station strive for a lady's hand and submit their diffi 

culty to somebody for decision, but at the end of which we do 

not know whom the lady is to marry. He has not yet found 

the tale told of birds (except one where the lady appears as a 

bird by enchantment), but in general mediaeval literature he 

finds hints for Chaucer's combination of the two elements in a 

poem in which birds act as the contending lovers. Possibly he 

belittles7 the influence of Alan of Lille, whom Chaucer expressly 

acknowledges as his source for the description of Nature (11. 
316 ff.), and who, besides giving the traits of many birds more 

or less humorously,8 uses the phrase "concilium animalium." 

Furthermore, until we have additional evidence, we cannot dis 
miss any reasonable possibility. At present we have enough for 

understanding the inception of the plot. Yet if we desire 

another suggestion for making bird-lovers contend before a 

8 
Prologue to the Canterbury Tales, 11. 9-11. 

4 Boke of the Duchesse, 871fL; Anelida and Fols Arcite, 80; Troilus and 

Criseyde, I, 100-5; Phisicien's Tale, 9fL; the relation of this tale to the Roman 

de la Rose is well known. 
8 See objections of J. Manly, "Festschrift f?r Lorenz Morsbach, 

" 
Studien 

zur Englischen Philologie, Leipsic, 1913, pp. 279ff., and articles by O. F. Emerson 

in reply. Also W. D. Farnham below. 
8 "The Sources of Chaucer's Parlement of Foules," P.M.L.A.A., XXV, 

pp. 492-518; cf. "The Fowls in Chaucer's Parlement," University of Wisconsin 

Studies, II, 340ff. Cf. his dissertation, Harvard University, 1917. 
7 W. 0. Sypherd, Studies in Chaucer1 s House of Fame, Chaucer Society, 

1907, (39), p. 25, does not agree with Skeat, Complete Works of Chaucer, Oxford, 

1897, that the main idea of The Parlement is taken from Alan's De Planciu 

Naturae. 
8 Other encyclopedic accounts of birds before and after the time of Alan 

have this characteristic. 
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judge in a poem in which the final outcome remains unsettled 
at the close of the argument, we have but to turn to the sort 
of creature-debate represented by The Owl and the Nightingale* 
and substitute the theme of rivalry in love for that of the 
relative merits of two modes of life. If a poet?Chaucer or an 

unknown predecessor?were to give the crowning touch to such 
a tale of conflicting bird-lovers, he could scarcely do better 
than select for judge Nature herself, so gloriously and famously 

described by Alan. 

In the Parlement of Foules the poet comes upon Nature in a garden, which 

has halls and bowers wrought of branches. In her presence all the birds have 

assembled, for it is St. Valentine's day and each one before her judgment seat 

must choose his mate. Nature, who, the poet says, corresponds to Alan's 

description of her, bids the birds take their places according to station. On her 

hand, the vicar of the almighty Lord, the controller of heat and cold, bears 

a formel eagle. First the tercel eagle prefers his suit, and declares that 

he would have the formel. She is greatly confused at the proposal and 

requires Nature's comfort. Then another tercel speaks for her and yet another. 

Meanwhile the other birds wax so impatient and noisy on account of the delay 
that Nature has to quiet them. She does so by an ingenious device,?asking 
them to select representatives to express their opinions as to who should win 

the lady. But this more popular procedure brings the solution no nearer, 
and in fact Nature has to halt the discussions. She decides then, not with 

out hinting most strongly for the royal tercel, that the formel shall choose 

for herself. The lady, however, asks for a respite of a year and gets it. Nature 

bids the other birds choose mates, and admonishes the noble candidates for 

the formel to behave well during their term. The birds conclude the poem with 

a song to Nature. 

Though it may be impossible to prove how far The Parle 

ment of Foules is a poem intended to compliment the English 
court, the next poem I group in the series of bird-poems is 

acknowledged to be distinctly for the enjoyment of members 

of a noble house. Possessing something of the pretty fancy of 

Chaucer's work, it is most appropriate to an assembly in which 

ladies have a conspicuous position. 

The B?ke of the Howlat10 was written about 1450 by Richard 

Holland for the pleasure of the Douglas family. The conception 

9 For the type in general, see the edition by J. E. Wells, Boston, 1909, 

Introduction, pp. liii-lxiv, a brief treatment. 

10 Scottish Alliterative Poems, ed. F. J. Amours, (S. T. S.) Edinburgh, 
1891-2. Other use of Nature, 1.32. The poem is referred to in Schir William 

Wallace, Henry the Minstrel, ed. J. Moir, (S.T.S.) 1885-89, X, 130-8. 
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might well have been inspired by Chaucer's humorous Parlement. 

The owl had long had trouble in defending himself, in English 
literature most notably in The Owl and the Nightingale, and 

offered an entertaining subject. The main idea is from folk-lore 
or fable, already adapted to a large audience. 

When the owl would blame Nature for his hideous state, the peacock, who 

is Pope, declares that to do so would be perilous, but he says that he will sum 

mon a council of the church birds. So a great many kinds of birds assemble in 

the robes of bishops, cardinals, monks, vicars, and other church orders and 

ranks. Since they are to appeal to Nature, they decide to consult the political 
or temporal powers, and the bird emperor comes with all his nobles. The solemn 

gathering beseeches Nature to descend as their sovereign, for the purpose of 

reforming the owl's figure. She does so, and is received reverently as goddess 
and guide. She announces that they need to explain nothing, she will change 

the owl as they wish. Each fowl is to take a feather from his own plumage and 

give it to the owl, and she will cause it to grow to him. Hastily they present 
their gifts, and she attaches tne feathers, so that he becomes the fairest of birds. 

Unfortunately, however, he loses his poise, and in his arrogance classes himself 

wit?i the Pope, patriarchs, and princes. As a result, the birds reassemble and 

complain to Nature. 

"My first making," says she, "was unamendable, 
Thocht I alterit, as ye all askit in ane; 

Yit sail I preif yow to pleiss, sen it is possible." 
The "Princes" rebukes the howlat and restores the feathers to their original 

possessors. She then withdraws to heaven. 

The moral of the fable is that though a person complain 
of his personal appearance or of his station or fortune in the 

world, his condition had best not be changed. Were he out of 

it, he would soon return; even the very people who had helped 
to change his state would find him ungrateful and insupportable 
in his new place. There are many old animal stories embodying 
this lesson but The B?ke of the Howlat is one of the best of 

those using birds, and contrasting the secular and spiritual 

empires. On the whole, the treatment of the story is light as be 

fits its character. Nature has the same certainty of power that 

she has in the tradition, and also the same aloofness and acces 

sibility. Her withdrawal to Heaven is typical of her office. 

To the same Chaucerian group belongs D unbar's The Thistle 

and the Rose11 (written 1503). 
Birds were singing in the garden, 

"Haill May, haill Flora, haul Aurora schene, 
Haul princes Nature, haill Venus luvis quene." 

11 The Poems of William Dunbar, J. Schipper, Vienna, 1891-3, pp. 92fL; 
also The Poems of W. D., J. SmaU, (S.T.S.) 1893, 3 vols. Cf. slight uses in 
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Dame Nature gaif ane inhibitioun thair 

To ferss Neptunus, and Eolus the bawld, 
Nocht to perturb the wattir nor the air. 

Scho bad eik Juno, goddes of the sky, 
That scho the hevin suld keip amen? and dry. 

Scho or,dand eik that every bird and beist 

Befoir hir Hienes suld annone compeir 
And every flour of vertew, ... 

... be feild fer and neir, 
As thay had wont in may, fro yeir to yeir, 
To hir thair makar to make obediens, 
Full law inclynand with all dew reverens. 

She sent the swiftest messengers, the roe, swallow, and yarrow, to bring in the 

creatures. At once they were present before the Queen. As she Hfted the lion 

on her knee, crowned him, and enjoined him to duty, the beasts cried out in 

approval. Similarly she raised the eagle and the thistle. Then she bade the 

Thistle hold in highest honor the Rose, whom she crowned Queen of flowers. 

At this point, the noise of the birds singing to the King and Queen woke the 

author. 

The poem is a short, pretty allegory complimenting James IV 

and Margaret Tudor. The symbolisms of the lion, eagle, and 

thistle all refer to James of Scotland; he is given a warning about 

methods of government. The rose refers to Margaret, the heir 

of the Houses of Lancaster and York. The narrative is less in 

teresting than that of either of the two preceding allegorical 

poems, but the conceit is ingenious and is daintily handled. 

A particular merit is the poet's repetition of the main theme by 
the device of causing animals and plants as well as birds to play 

appropriate parts. In accordance with the tradition, Nature 

controls the weather, assembles the creatures, and instructs 

them. 

II 

Dunbar affords examples of a briefer and more general use 

of Nature, which I may call the French-Chaucerian kind. He 

Small, II, 31, The Twa Maryit Wemen and the Wedy, 11.31-2; Sch. No. 20, 
Sm. II, 246, To a Lady, 1.45; B all?t in praise of Our 1.18. Also in a poem 

formerly attributed to him, Ba?late agains Evill Women, 11.15-19 (Sch. No. 97; 

Sm. II, pp. 266-8). Sm. II, 175-6, In May as that Aurora did Upspring, 11.22, 

39, 52; Sm. II, 214, Complaint to the King, 1.58; Sm. II, 274, Gladethe Thoue 

Queyne of Scotte's Region, 1.17. 
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refers to her in another bird-poem, wherein love is naturally 
an element, The Merle and the Nightingale (1514) :12 

To luve eik Natur gaif thame inclynning; 
And He, of Natur that wirker wes and king .... 

Here she occupies a position subordinate to God, but carries 
out his wishes. Moreover, she shares little in the debate over the 
relative values of earthly and religious love. 

Likewise, her part is unimportant in The Golden Targe;12 
she is introduced merely to ornament a passage in the poem. 

The poet has a dream-vision in which there comes to land a 

boat bearing many ladies, among them Nature, "dame Venus 

quene," May, and Flora. After Nature presents a gown to 

May, she receives the salutation of the birds. Having per 
formed a principal characteristic action, the creation of the 

spring landscape, she is no longer important in the further 
course of the allegory. Of course, in medieval poetry, birds 

frequently salute the Creator or sing his praises; their roundel 
to Nature ends Chaucer's poem. 

Of a very different sort is the reference to Nature in Dun 
bar's Meditation in Wyntir,u because the poet complains that 
the goddess lacks her usual sympathy : 

In to thir dirk and drublie dayis, 

Quhen fabill all the Hevin arrayis, 
With mystie vapouris, cluddis and skyis, 
Nature all curage me denyis 
Off sangis, ballatis, and of playis. 

Other followers of Chaucer besides Dunbar employed the 

personification of the goddess fairly often. James in the Kingis 
Quair15 used it in such a familiar situation as this : 

In vere that full of vertu is and gude 

Quhen Nature first begynneth hir enprise.18 

A new turn is given to the poetic exaggeration of praise in 

describing a beautiful lady, a pretty turn of fancy : 

A! swete, are ye a warldly creature, 
Or hevinly thing in liknesse of nature 

12 
Schipper, pp. 345ff. 

18 
Small, II, pp. Iff. 

14 
Small, II, p. 233. 

16 Ed. A. Lawson, London, 1910. Cf. passages: stanza xiv, l;xvi, 2; xxi, 7; 

xlv, 6; xlviii, 7; cxviii, 3. 
18 Cf. xx, 1-2. 
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Or ar ye god Cupidis princesse, 
And cummyn are to louse me out of band 

Or are ye verray Nature, the goddesse, 
That haue depaynted with your hevinly hand 

This gardyn full of flouris, as they stand?17 

The force of the device of mistaking the lady even thus fanci 

fully for Nature, the very creator of beauty, who, according to 

the tradition from Alan of Lille, is superlatively beautiful her 

self, can be estimated by comparison with another passage in 

James where he employed the commonplace phrasing: 
The fair facture that nature, for maistrye, 
In hir visage wroght had full lufingly.18 

Henryson did not employ the personification often. About 

the only passage is the following, which indicates that Nature 

is subordinate to God: 

This difference in forme and qualitie 
Almachtie God hes causit dame Nature 

To prent and set in euerilk creature.11 

Ill 

The chief author who employed Nature as a personification 
and as an allegorical figure in the French-Chaucerian manner 

was John Lydgate. His originality of conception is, however, 

negligible. His significance lies in the fact that some of his 

works provided the basis for a line of treatment which lasted 

fully a century. His chief examples are both redactions taken 

directly from the Old French, The Pilgrimage of the Life of 
Man (1426)20 from Guillaume de Guilleville's P?lerinage de 

la Vie Humaine (1330 and 1355), and Reson and Sensuality21 
from Les ?checs Amoureux. So far as Nature goes, the former 

17 
xlii, 6-7, -xliii. 

18 
xlvi, 6-7. 

19 The Poems of Robert Henryson, ed. G. Smith, (S.T.S.) II, 2830; cf. Test 

of Cres.; cf. Henry the Minstrel, spring scene, Bk. IX, 10, work cited. No 

particular interest attaches to the uses in Douglas: The Poetical Works of Gavin 

Douglas, J. Small, 4 vols., Edinburgh, 1874: vol. I, Prol. to the Palace of Honour, 
11. 15fi\, address to Nature Quene and May: Part I, p. 8, 1.16; King Hart, 

p. 103, 1.18, Nature giving; vol. IV, Prologue to Bk. 12 of the Aeneid, p. 83, 
1.14. Nature's tapestries; p. 87, 1.32, dame Natur. 

20 Ed. F. J. Furnival (E.E.T.S.), 1899-1901: at length. 11.3304fL, 5522ff. 
21 Ed. E. Sieper (E.E.T.S.), 1901. 
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poem of Lydgate's exerted little influence. I have discussed22 
the position of Nature in connection with the P?lerinage itself, 

where she holds a position below Grace Dieu and Sapience. 
The other poem, Reson and Sensuality, is an incomplete, 
extended translation of a French poem of the four eenth cen 

tury. Though I have explained elsewhere23 the bearing of the 
work on the figure of Nature, I must give a summary of the 
situation so that Lydgate's influence may be plain. 

One morning in spring, as the poet lies awake hearkening to the birds, a 

lovely lady enters with divine aroma, the Queen of Kind, Nature, who under 

God is the chief goddess. She rules the earth, planets, stars, firmaments, 

spheres, and elements, and repairs the old and forges the new. In person she is 

youthful and beyond description lovely. Her mantle, made of the four ele 

ments, pictures all Creation, and even the ideas in God's mind. Among the 

many figures on the mantle is man. The planets revolve in her crown. Nature 

reproves the author for lying abed so late; he should, she asserts, go about 

the world to see its beauty. He then should praise God, who has made for 

man everything?beast, fish, and plant. Since man is the lesser world, like 

the great world and like God, he should be virtuous and godlike in conduct. 

He can be so if he will choose the path of her sister Reason, not that of Sensual 

ity. If he does not so, however, Genius, her priest, will judge against him. 

22 See "Nature in Old French." 
23 See "Nature in Old French."?Other references to the character in gen 

eral, but not presenting her as in immediate action are 11.5714 ff., 6134 ff., 6634. 

?My list of cases in other works of Lydgate's (mostly about the making of the 

natural form) includes: Troy Book (E.E.T.S.) 1906-8, ed. H. Bergen, I, 1304, 

1588,2614,3372 ff., 5379; Temple of Glas, (E.E.T.S.) 1891, ed. J. Schick, 267 ff.; 
The Assembly of Gods, (E.E.T.S.) 1896, ed. O. L. Triggs, 452 ff., (see note on 

1268,1325 ff., 1380 ff.); The Complaint of the Black Knight 51, 491 ff., in C. W. 

of Chaucer, Skeat, work cited, VII; in Minor Poems of L., H. N. MacCracken, (E. 

E.T.S.) 1911, in Testament, 301-3 ; in A Selection from the Minor Poems of J. L., J. 
O. Halliwell, (Percy Soc, II), London, 1840, are Forked Head Dresses, {Horns 

Away), p. 47, with a reference to Alan of Lille's description of Nature with a 

garment of flowers, and on her head.a "perche of Valence," and The Entry of 

Henry the Sixth . . . {Pur. le Roy), wherein, pp. 6-8, Nature, Grace, and 

Fortune greet him, and give him gifts respectively: strength, fairness to be loved 

and feared by everybody (physical); science and cunning (mental); prosperity 
and wealth (external circumstance). In Political, Religious and Love Poems, 
ed. Furnivall, (E.E.T.S.) 1903, Envoy: DonH Despise Your Neighbor, {to Horse, 

Goose, and Sheep), pp. 39-41, 11.577, 583, 648; Ballad on Presenting an Eagle 
to the King and Queen, p. 216 (after Chaucer's Parlement). I might associate 

with these Lydgate and Burgh's Secrees of Old Philosofres, (E.E.T.S.) 1894, 
ed. R. Steele, 11.1506-8 (Burgh's part), a version of Secreta Secretorum. Sieper, 

work cited, vol. II, p. 81, has a partial list. Another is in Notes on the Sources 

of MedwaWs "Nature," Edith Macauley, Mod. Lang. Notes, XXXII, 184-5. 
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After her warning, dame Nature departs, and the author sets out on his adven 

tures with the purpose of viewing her works. 

His first experience is to perform the judgment of Paris over again, with 

the result that Venus comes to thank him and promise him a reward. After 

having affirmed allegiance to her, he tells her how he wants to obey the "chief 

princess of Kynde" and to avoid sensuality. She replies that she is in accord 

with Nature, acting obediently as a chambermaid indispensable at her forge. 

Accordingly she wins him over with the promise of the fairest maid. Then 

she directs him on his journey. So he meets Diana, who, when he declares 

that Nature had bidden him view the beauty of her works, denies that Nature 

had ordered him to follow Venus, because Nature, on account of God's provi 
dence and wisdom, never commits error in her works. But Diana fails to 

persuade him. He proceeds, and meeting Cupid, is told to play chess with a 

pretty maiden. (The version closes.) 

The subject of the poem is a man's struggle with sensuality. 
In this difficulty he is to be aided by Reason. An analysis of the 

interrelation among the personifications and other characters 

shows that Nature may be viewed from two different stand 

points: she may be considered intellectual and moral or else 

physical, sensuous, unmoral, and even immoral. For allegorical 

representation of these two sides of her, these conceptions of 

her, appear Reason, who by old tradition separates right from 

wrong, and Sensuality, who overlooks the distinction or avowedly 
favors evil for the sake of any pleasure it may give for the 

time being. Furthermore, Reason and Sensuality stand for 

conflicting forces in man. The closeness of such a theme to 

the interests of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries accounts 

for the extension of Lydgate's influence. 
A plot which portrays man in the course of life as treading 

now the path of Reason, now that of Sensuality, unites the two 

parts of the morality Nature,2* written by Medwall some time 

between 1486 and 1500. In a sense, the title is misleading 
because it implies that Nature is a character who acts during 
the entire production, whereas she appears merely at the 

beginning. 

There, in an address to Man, Reason, Innocence, Mundus,and Worldly 

Affection, she defines her office as minister of God the Creator. She reviews 

part of her works,?the heavens, the habits of birds, and the control of tides? 

but declares that the whole tale would be too long, and advises the curious to 

read Aristotle. Her present business is to direct all creatures to honor their 

24 
Quellen des Weltlichen Dramas in England vor Shakespeare, A. BrandO, 

{Quellen und Forschungen, LXXX) Strassburg, 1898, pp. 73-158. 
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Maker, and to commit Man to the care of Reason and Innocence. Against 
even the protest of Sensuality, Nature bids Man obey Reason rather than 

Sensuality. Then she leaves him to his own devices, and does not reappear dur 

ing the action, despite the fact that Sensuality and the Seven Deadly Sins at 

times conquer Man and overcome Reason. 

Accordingly, another title would indicate more accurately 
the nature of the morality, as, for instance, the very title of its 

presumable source, Reson and Sensuality. On the other 

hand, Nature may be for dramatic purposes subdivided into 

aspects or elements of herself, here the intellectual and the 

physical equipment of every man. The effect is stronger than 

in a narrative poem, because the means employed for convey 

ing the conception brings out the lesson more sharply than 

does that of the source. The point of the play is that, though 
both elements are needed in Man, and are given him by Nature, 
he must let Reason rule all his sensual appetites. 

The parallels26 with Reson and Sensuality are plain. Nature 

addresses a man about to go out into life, and warns him to 

follow Reason rather than Sensuality. In both cases, he fails 

at times to obey Reason. Again, in both cases, after Nature 

has given him her injunctions, she leaves him to proceed on his 

journey or course of experience. Hence the ideal which man 

should pursue and his actual conduct are the same in the two 

works. The variances are equally obvious, in that the method of 

describing Nature is different: Reson and Sensuality is more 

poetic, Nature more matter-of-fact, including material not in 

the former; similarly in the former there is largely a symbolical, 

personal description of Nature as the author sees her, and in the 

26 Brandi refers, pp. xliii and xliv, to Les ?checs Amoureux and Reason and 

Sensuality for parallels, and asks comparison with Lydgate's Assembly of Gods, 

11.8ff., 1345ff. Cf. E. Macauley, work cited, and her remarks on W. R. Mac 

kenzie, ? Source for M edwaU's "Nature," P. M.L.A.A., XXIX, pp. 188-199. She 

speaks of an unpublished poem (at Caius, Cambridge, Ms. 117, fol. 1-2), 

Disputatio inter Morbum et Naturam. To her illustrations might be added many 
other citations that I have made of works Medwall well may have been ac 

quainted with. For allegorical relations in moralities may be consulted Mac 

kenzie's The English Moralities from the Point of View of Allegory, Boston, 

1914; also R. L. Ramsay's introduction, pp. cliii-cxcvii, to Skelton's Magnifi 

cence, E.E.T.S. 
26 A full list is given by Mackenzie, A Source for MedwalVs "Nature," 

work mentioned. 
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latter, there is an expository description which Nature gives 
herself by one of the simplest of dramatic devices. 

The Interlude of the Four El?ments21 by John Rastell, which 
is dated about 1517, resembles Nature in theme and treatment. 

It opens with a prologue to the effect that man should have the fundamental 

knowledge of visible things before he aspires to knowledge of things higher and 

invisible. (This view of God and Nature is in harmony with tradition.) When 

in the action proper, Natura Naturata (who really seems to behave more as 

Natura Naturans) speaks to Humanity and Studious Desire, she declares 

herself to be minister of God over generation and corruption, a supervisor of the 

elements. To humble Humanity, she gives reasons for thinking the earth 

round, but she leaves the continuance of the lesson to Studious Desire,?a good 
case of symbolism, since curiosity is common to men. For a time the Desire 

holds the attention of Humanity, but finally Sensual Appetite wins him away. 
Other characters like Experience and Ignorance deal with him, so that he re 

forms and relapses twice. After the second fall, Nature comes to rebuke him. 

The interlude closes with the compromise upon which Humanity insists: now 

and then he must yield to Sensual Appetite. 

In the introduction to his edition, Fischer decided that 
the Four Elements was strongly influenced28 by Nature, but was 

not a direct imitation of it.29 The resemblance lies in the fact 
that Nature leaves Studious Desire to instruct Humanity?an 
intellectual office entrusted much more generally to Reason 
in Nature; that Sensual Appetite hinders Humanity just as Sen 

suality degrades Man; that Studious Desire is finally trium 

phant, but, like Reason, has to be content with a compromise, 
an admission that Humanity must occasionally indulge animal 

appetites. The difference lies in the inclusion of the Seven 

Deadly Sins in Nature and in the strictly encyclopedic aim of 
Natura Naturata in Four Elements. 

27 
Dodley's Old English Plays, W. C. Hazlitt, London, 1874, I, pp. 5-50; 

also J. Fischer, Marburg, 1903. The play is cut short and has an internal gap. 
Its purpose is to instruct, not to bore, Fischer, p. 39; to give philosophic informa 

tion in the English tongue, pp. 40-41. The summary in the Cambridge History 

of English Literature, V, p. 57, is inaccurate. 
28 Fischer here takes issue with Carpenter, Mod. Lang. Notes, XIV, p. 271. 
29 He opposes Manly, Jour. Ger. Philol., II, pp. 425-6. 
30 Two other moralities are related to these : The Play of Wit and Science 

(1541-1547) by John Redford, Shakespeare Soc. Pub., 1848, ed. Halliwell, and 

The Marriage of Wit and Science, Dodsley's Old Plays, II, pp. 32 Iff. The latter 

begins with the decision of Wit, the son of Nature, to marry Science, the 

daughter of Reason and Experience. Nature approves his purpose, but warns 
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IV 

Piers the Plowman,51 though contemporary with Chaucer, 
presents novel instances outside the specific line of tradition 
which I have been following from the Latin and Old French. 

Among the many allegorical figures of the poem is Kinde, who, 
as I have pointed out, i n general meaning the equivalent of 

Nature. One influential passage begins the tenth book in the 
A version, and is largely the same in the B and C versions. 

'Sire Dowel dwelleth,' quod Wit, 'not a day henn?s, 
In a castel, of Kuynde i-mad of foure kunne thinges, 

Of erthe and eir hit is mad i-medelet to-gedere, 
With wynt and with watur ful wittiliche i-meint. 

Cuynde hath closet ther-in craftiliche with-alle, 
A loueli lemmon lyk to him-self, 
Anima heo hette; to hire hath envye 
A proud prikere of Fraunce princeps huius mundi, 
And wolde wynnen hire a-wei with wiles yif he mihte. 

Bote Kuynde knoweth hit wel and kepeth hire the be tere, 
And hath i-don hire to sire Dowel duke of these marches . . . 

To kepe this wommon this wyse men ben charget, 
Til that Kuynde come or sende and kepe hire himseluen., 

'What calle ye the castel,' quod I, 'that Kuynde hath I-maket, 
And what cunnes32 thing is Kuynde con ye me telle?' 

'Kuynde,' quath he, 'is creatour of alle kunne beestes 

Fader and foomere, the furs te of alle thing; 
That is the great god that bigynnyng hedde neuere, 
The lord of lyf and of liht of lisse and of peyne. 

Angeles and aile thing arn at his wille, 
Bote mon is him most lyk of marke and of schap; 
For with word that he warp woxen forth beestes, 
And alle thing at his wille was wrought with a speche, 

Dixit et facta sunt; 

him that time and work only can help him win the maid. For servant and 

companion she gives him Will- Bishop Bale's The Comedy Concerning Three 

Laws (1538), The Dramatic Writings of John Bale, ed. J. S. Farmer, London, 

1907) might be included. The Laws are those of God, Christ, and Nature. 
In the first scene Naturae Lex is to teach Man to know God and His ways. In 

the second, it is opposed by Infidelitas, Sodomismus, and Adolotria, and becomes 

leprous.?Another play, H or estes (printed 1567) by John Pickering, has the 

character of Nature; D.O.P., II, 491ff. 
81 Piers the Plowman, W. W. Skeat, Oxford, 1886, 2 vols. 
32 The lines beginning "And what cunnes" and ending "his lynage after" 

are 14 in number in A, 22 in B, and 8 in C; the lines following them in C are 

quite different 
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Saue mon that he made ymage to him-seluen, 
Yaf him goost of his godhede and grauntede him blisse, 

Lyf that euer schal lasten and al his lynage aftur. 

That is the castel that Kuynde made Caro hit hette, 
And is as muche to men? as mon with a soule, 
That he wrouhte with werk and with word bothe; 
Thorw miht of his maieste mon was i-maket, 

Faciamus hominem ad ymaginem et similitudinem nostram. 

In the mind of the alliterative poet, Nature, or Kuynde, is not 

a feminine power subordinate to God, but is God Himself, in 

accordance with a definition to which some of the early Church 

Fathers objected, a definition like the Stoic equations.33 The 

presentation is more in harmony with Biblical or Christian in 

fluence unchanged by classical imagery,?God interested in the 

welfare of the human soul. The connection of Nature with 

theological powers and the appropriate domain of the soul is 

here apparent. By metonomy, Kind is substituted for the 

God of Kind. 

Kuynde occurs in another passage not in A, but substan 

tially the same in B and C.34 
Conscience supposes that Kuynde will assist man against spiritual foes. 

But rather Kuynde afflicts him with fearful or painful bodily diseases, and 

approaches with Eide and Deth. Again Conscience urges Kuynde to help, and 

succeeds in winning a friend for man. Fortune and Lecherye, limbs of Satan, 

fight against Conscience; then Couetise comes to the attack. Lyf, proud and 

confident, is pursued by Eide. By this time Kuynde counsels man to love, but 

is asked how one can get wealth thus. He tells him not to worry over that 

problem. Man, in obedience, passes through Contrition and Confession till 

he reaches Unity. 

In the present case, Kuynde is closer to the traditional view of 

Nature, with the physical apparatus of decay,?disease, age, 
and death. But Kuynde is still really God bidding man to love 

in the theological sense. God, it would appear, has afflicted 
man with disease in punishment for lecherous conduct and other 

infringements of natural law. God is here opposed to Fortune 

and also of course to Covetousness, as Nature had been in some 

passages in other literatures. 

The relation of the first passage cited from Piers the Plow 

man to some of the ideas in the alliterative poem Death and 

83 See Nature in Earlier Periods, article cited. 
" C 76ff. 
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LifeZh was pointed out by Skeat,36 who related Lady Anima to 

Dame Life. When we examine the plot of the poem, however, 
we find that something greater than anima was in the mind of 

this alliterative poet, something that has a sovereignty more 

nearly approaching God's or Natura's as we have found it. 

In a dream the poet sees from a mountain a crowd of nobles to the South, 
and to the East a lady of extraordinary personal beauty, "laughing for love." 

The plants, beasts,37 and nobles, all acknowledge her reverently. Her suite is 

formed of knights such as Sir Comfort, Sir Hope, Sir Love, and Sir Honor, and 

ladies like Dame Mirth, Dame Meekness, and Dame Mercy. The poet inquires 
of Sir Comfort as to the lady, and learns that she is Dame Life. He enjoys the 

new company till mid-afternoon, when a horrible38 woman comes from the North 

and causes him to swoon. Sir Comfort tells him that the woman is Death. In 

her suite follow Pride, Envy, Wrath, and Sickness. Before her the plants, 

animals, and people lose life. To prevent further destruction, Dame Life calls 

upon God, who sends down Countenance to stop Death. In joy at the deliver 

ance, Life kisses him, and rebukes Death for opposing God's commandment of 

generation. But Death replies that man himself is responsible for the loss of life 

because of his disobedience in Paradise. An interchange of reproaches causes her 

to boast even of Jesus' death. Life retorts effectively, however, that Jesus rose 

from the dead, and freed from Hell many of those there. With this triumphant 
note of life everlasting, she raises those just slain by Death and departs. 

The admirable balance of the characters and events and the 

climactic procedure of the plot are evident from the abstract. 

The East from which Life comes and the arrival of Death 

toward the end of day are clear and representative points of 

minor symbolism. 

Several analyses for the sources of the poem have been 

made; J. H. Hanford was the first to derive Life directly from 

Natura.39 Nevertheless, though he brings out the principle that 

Life includes the eternal life, he does not emphasize sufficiently 
35 Dunbar Anthology, ed. E. Arbers, London, 1901, pp. 126-141; also 

Bishop Percys Folio Manuscript, Hales and Furnivall, London, 1868, LU, 

pp. 49-75. 
36 See introduction to version in H. and F. 
37 Cf. my former accounts of Bernard Silvester's De Universitate Mundi 

and Alan of Lille's De Planctu Naturae. 
38 Cf. a similar grisly appearance in another alliterative poem, The Awnturs 

of Arthur (S.T.S.), collection cited under The Howlat. 
39 An excellent article, "Dame Nature and Lady Life," Mod. Philol., XV, 

5, pp. 121-4. It is supplemented by the later edition of the poem, ed. J. H. 

Hanford and J. M. Steadman, Studies in Philology, University of North Caro 

lina, XV, 1918. 
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the novelty of the view,?the addition to our previous con 

ception that the works of Nature are merely mortal, subject 
to decay and death. If the view is not an addition to our 

familiar notion of Nature, it is a chief point of distinction 

between Life and Nature. This fact was not recognized by 
Miss Scammon,40 though she dealt with material for such an 

idea. She said, 

"Life is a beautiful woman, a medieval queen. Her description in its 

various details resembles closely that of other women in the literature of the 

Middle Ages,?Dame Nature, Lady Anima, Idleness, Helen, the Virgin Mary of 

the religious lyrics, and Venus and Flora of the Court of Love debates and 

Dunbar. Her countenance 'brighter than the bright sun,' 'her rudd redder 

than the rose,' her light-hearted joyousness and mirth, her relation to Nature, 
are appropriate to her character as Queen of Life. The effect of her approach 

upon the flowers and bronches ... is especially symbolic." 

That the relation between Life and Nature is direct was 

established by Hanford in the following manner. After admit 

ting that a suggestion came from Piers the Plowman, he showed 

that the poet depended for details upon De Planctu Naturae. 

There is a great similarity in such points as treat of the general 

impression of divinity, the heavenly diadem, her neck and 

breasts; the emphasis on love; her sympathetic reception by the 

flowers, fish, and natural objects; the failure of the poet to 

recognize her; and her mysterious robe. The last item he used 

to prove that Miss Scammon's argument for the dating of 

Death and Life after 1503 cannot hold, because he found that 

the descriptions in The Golden Targe, 93 ff., and The Thistle 

and the Rose, 73 ff. were not original with Dunbar, but were 

derived from the same source, De Planctu Naturae. 

Still, there is an addition to the tradition of Nature or a 

modification of it, the belief in immortality. 

V 

A more encyclopedic use of Nature is the basis of this sec 

tion, since Hawes, despite an obvious relation to Chaucer and 

his successors, was distinctly of an informative temper. The 

40 
Radcliffe College Monographs, No. 15, Studies in English and Comparative 

Literature, Edith Scammon, "The Alliterative Poem: Death and Life," pp. 95ff, 

She followed Skeat. 
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proof would appear from a comparison of parts of his Pastime of 
Pleasure with part of The Mirrour of the World.*1 In 1480-1 

Caxton published a translation of the very popular UImage du 

Monde under the title, Mirrour of the World. In chapter 13, 

begins a long discussion of Nature: 

"... I shall reherce to you here after of the accidents and of the faites 

of nature; and that shal be short. Ffor God created nature altherfirst, and 

tofore he created ony other things that apperteyned to the world. . . . Ffor 

the firmament torneth and meueth by nature, and in like wise doo alle the 

thinges that haue meuyng. Nature meueth the sterres and maketh them to 

shyne and grewe, and also may anoye and greue as moch as she wille." 

In chapter 14, the writer says that he will explain nature and 

her manner of working : 

"Oure Lord God created alther first nature, ffor she is thethyngeby whiche 

alle creatures and other Werkes haue dured and lyue, what someuer they bee 

ordeyned of God under the heuen. Without nature may nothinge growe, and 

by her haue alle thinges created lyf. And therfor behoueth nature to be firte, ffor 

she noryssheth and entertieneth alle creatures, and habandonneth her self where 

it pleseth the creator or maker. Nature werketh in lyke wyse, whan she is 

employed, as doth the axe of a carpenter when he employeth it in his werke; 
ffor the axe doeth nothynge but cutte. . . . Where as mater lacketh, she leueth 

to werke; and alleway somoche there is more of mater, somoche more she 

werketh; as men see of somme beestis, of whiche somme haue two heedes and 

vi feet. . . . Such is the vertus of Nature, where p?ente of clerkes haue som 

tyme sette their entendement and cure. . . . And first of alle saith Plato, 
whiche was a man of grete renomm?e, that nature is an ouer puissance or might 
in thinges that she maketh to grow lyke by lyke after that euerych may bee. 

. . . And lo this is that that the wise Platon saith whiche was a grete clerke. 

. , . After hym saith Aristotle, that this was a yefte comen fro the hye prynce, 
whan he gaf vertu to the firmament and to the sterres for to meue and to be, 
and that without God suche power ne myght not be gyuen, as the thynges that 

haue power to remeue, to bee and to meue. Aristotle that saith this studyed 
in many a book treatyng of nature. Many other philosophres ther were that 

said nature proceded of vertues of hete whiche causeth alle thinges to growe and 

nourisshe. . . . The philosophres ensieweth better Plato than Aristo 

tle. .. . "? 

Nature in the exposition acts as the created agent of God, the 

41 Caxton's Mirrour of the World, ed. O. H. Prior (E.E.T.S.), 1913. See my 

article on Nature in Old French. 
** It will be noted that Hawes in Pastime of Pleasure omitted reference to 

Aristotle, possibly because of the conclusion here reached in regard to the value 

of Plato. 
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Creator, following His will, even according to the homely 
figure of the axe in the hands of the carpenter. 

This material was employed by Stephen Hawes in a poem 
written early in the sixteenth century, The Pastime of Pleasure.*1 

It is another in the long series of allegorical poems dealing with 

the elements of liberal education that derived from Martianus 

Capella's De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii. At the same 

time, it is patterned after both love-allegories and chivalrous 
romances. I take up these encyclopedic and literary employ 

ments of Nature in order. 

Actually she takes no part, but her functions and her law 

occupy a fair portion of the poem. In chapter XXII "Of Dame 

Astronomy," is given an account of the creation by God, the 

"hye astronomier," in six days and His rest on the seventh. 

The next chapter is "Of the direct Operation of Nature."44 

And forasmuche that he made nature 

Fyrst of all to have domynacyon, 
The power of her I shall anone dyscure, 
How that she taketh her operacyon, 
And whereupon is her fundacyon, 
In symple and rude, opprest with neclygence, 
Shall discrye the myght of her preemynence. 

For though that aungell be invysyble, 

Inpalpable, and also celestiall, 

Wythouten substance as insencyble, 
Yet have they nature whych is angelycall: 
For nature naturynge nature made all, 
Heven and earth and the bodyes above, 

By cours of nature for to werke and move. 

On man or beest, wythouten ony mys, 
She werketh directly after the aspecte 
Of the mater, be it more or lesse, ywys, 
And doth thereof the hole fourme dyrecte, 
After the qualyte it doth take effecte; 
Yf there be more than may one suffyse, 
A bye membre she wyll than more devyse. 

43 
Percy Society, vol. XVIII, London, 1846. See V. B. Rhodenizer, Studies 

in Stephen Hawes' "Pastime of Pleasure," Harvard dissertation, 1918, and also 

H. Natter, Untersuchung der Quellen von Stephen H awes' Allegorischem Gedichte, 

"Pastime of Pleasure" Passau, 1911. 
44 

Pp. 106ff. Hawes did not understand his source. 
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After dwelling on the superfluity of material, the author treats, 
in a similar way, missing members,?the whole idea plainly 
developed from the Mirrour. Thus we get a conception of the 

agency of Nature in the creative process after the original cos 

mogony and in the celestial operations. The extent to which 

the poet lingers on the freaks made necessary because of the 

apparent miscalculations as to how much dough was needed 
to make a certain pastry seems to-day ridiculously disproportion 
ate. 

He then passes to an exposition of the five senses, but 

realizes that he can hardly show extensive knowledge thereof, 
and accordingly refers to Plato.45 

Plauto, the connynge and famous clerke, 
That well expert was in phylosophy, 
Doth right reherse upon natures werke, 
How that she werketh upon all wonderly, 
Bothe for to minysshe and to multeply, 
In sondry wyse by great dyreccyon 

After the maner with all the hole affecyon. 

In my natyf language I wyl not opres, 
More of her werke, for it is obscure; 
Who wyl thereof knowe all the perfeytnes 

In phylosophy he shall fynde it ryght sure, 

Whyche all the trouth can to hym discure. 

Then in the allegorical narrative proper, La Belle Amoure 
declares that his love, La Bell Pucell, was created in beauty 
by Dame Nature.46 In his complaint to Venus, he describes her 
at lergth, and includes this item familiar in French poems: 

Nothing she lacketh as I do suppose, 
That is longing to fayre dame Nature.47 

In answer to his complaint, Venus, in more harmony with 
Nature than in De Planctu Naturae, says that she will have 

Sapience write a letter and Cupid bear it to the lady. She 
addresses her thus,48 urging Natura's doctrine in De Planctu 
and Genius's in Jean de Meun's part of the Roman de la Rose. 

?p. 111. 
46 

Pp. 144, 185. 
47 P. 147. 
48 

Pp. 150-1. 
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What was the cause of your creaci?n, 
But man to love, the world to multeply? 
As to sowe the sede of generaci?n, 

Wyth fervent love so well conveniently, 
The cause of love engendreth perfytely, 

Upon an entent of dame Nature, 

Which you have made so fayre a creature. 

Than of dame Nature what is the entent 

But to accomplish her fayre sede to sow?. . . 

In a later passage, there is a curious brag of Time, reminding 

the reader of other contentions for superiority, such as that of 

Lydgate's Pilgrimage and that of the four ladies in The Example 

of Virtue: 49 

Withouten tyme is no earthly thynge, 

Nature, fortune, or yet dame Sapience, 
. . . 

Do not I Tyme, cause nature to augment? 

Do not I, Tyme, cause nature to decay?60 

Hawes indicates the relation of God to Nature in a passage 
on the Virgin birth: 

To the God of nature nothynge truely 

Impossyble is, for he made of nought 

Nature fyrst; why ehe naturynge hath tought 

Naturately right natura te to make; 

Why may not he then the pure nature take 

By his Godheed of the vyrgin Mary.51 

Hawes employed Nature in another didactic allegory, 

The Example of Virtue (1503-4), wherein the character is less 

philosophic and is brought into opposition with other members 

of the medieval pantheon who are much concerned with man's 

career. The poem is one of the few in English which allows 

Nature an active part throughout the allegorical pattern. 
At the same time, this fact shows that the treatment of the 

figure is more literary in interest than in The Pastime of Pleasure. 

The description of Nature is most meagre though favorable. 

Her fair surroundings, which indeed are briefly described if 

48 Dunbar Anthology, work cited, pp. 217-296. 
88 P. 215. 
81 P. 216. 
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we compare the passage in Anticlaudianus,62 symbolize weakly 
the beauty of her heavenly and other creations; but the details 
of the palace are incongruous with a true realization of her 

nature, whatever one may take the cloth of arras and the 

windows to stand for. The artifice is unusually false, in that 

indoor sensations are not consistent with open Nature. The 

image of death, which reminds the reader of Death in Death and 

Life, is the strongest point in the description, yet it is not 

resumed later. Nature here explains, as elsewhere and in De 

Planctu Naturae, her own powers53 under God, and emphasizes 
for the present didactic purpose her regard for man. 

The Example of Virtue begins with the poet's dream that 

Morpheus led him in a garden country to the Lady Discretion. 

They took a voyage to an island, which was ruled over, as he 

learned upon inquiry, by four ladies. The oldest was Dame 

Nature, 
That daily formeth, after her intent 

Every beast and living creature, 
Both foul and fair, and also pure. 
All that depending in her ordinance 

Where that she favoureth, there is great pleasance. 

The other three ladies were Fortune, Hardiness, and Wisdom. 

After they passed the porter Humility, they came to Fortune at 

her wheel and amid a throng of the nine worthies. They saw 

also Hardiness and nine queens; Sapience, with Prudence, giving 
much advice; and Reason. 

69. Discretion further forth me led 

Unto the solemn and royal mansion 

Of Dame Nature in human stead. 

Right pleasant was her habitation, 
Of marvelous work and situation; 
And she herself held her Estate 

In a glorious Chamber without checkmate. 

70. Her Tower was gilded full of sunbeams, 
And within hanged with Cloth of Arras. 

62Hawes may have known the poem; these two are the descriptions of 

Nature's castle. Chaucer's outdoor residence is more appropriate. 
63 There is nothing new to the tradition in her statement of these or in her 

character. Whatever novelty there is lies in the plot; her relations with Fortune 

are discussed in my paper on Nature in Old French. 
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The roof was painted with golden streams, 
And like crystal depur?d was. 

Every window about of glass; 
Where that she sat as a fair Goddess, 
All things creating by her business. 

71. Methought, she was of marvelous beauty. 
Till that Discretion led me behind; 

Where that I saw all the privity 
Of her work and human kind; 

And, at her back, I then did find 

Of cruel Death a doleful image, 
That all her beauty did persuage. 

72. Full wondrous was her operation 
In every kind eke and right degree, 

Withouten rest of recreation. 

I will not meddle with her secret, 
For it nothing 'longeth to my faculty: 
But somewhat, after, I will express 
Of her great power and worthiness. 

Next. Morpheus and the poet went on to Dame Justice. Thither 

came also the four ladies to plead at her bar as to who was 

most profitable to man, and who should have preeminence. 
Hardiness spoke of the brave heroes Hercules, Hector, David, 

Julius Caesar, Arthur, and Charlemagne. Then Sapience took 

her turn, with her seven arts, and claimed Caesar as her own. 

Followed Fortune, who had assisted these heroes. Finally 
Nature spoke at length (p. 252) : 

. . . That Nature giveth, by her power, 
Wisdom nor Hardiness may not defeat 1 

For I to Man am the chief doer, 

During his life, without retreat. 

Also Dame Fortune may not well let 

Me of my course, though she it thought 
In sundry wise; my deeds are so wrought. 

Her power over man and animal64 was given her by God. 

Through her the world had life. 

Wherefore, Dame Justice, be you now indifferent! 

Consider, that I am most dear and lief 

Unto every man, that is eliquilent, 

u She refers those who are curious to Bartholomew's book. 
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And above all medicines to him most chief; 
And by my strength unto him relief 

In his disease; wherfore, as think [eth] me, 
I ought of reason to have the sovereignty! 

Despite the plea, Justice bade them all be co-partners with 

man.61 

VI 

I have traced the use of the allegorical figure Nature in 

Middle English from about 1350 to shortly after 1500. Even 
as at the beginning in Chaucer, the instances showed a strong 
influence from Old French and a more remote one from twelfth 

century Latin, so the same influences still operate at the end 
in Hawes and Dunbar. The most influential native authors 

were Chaucer and Lydgate, though the latter's work in this 

field discovered no originality. The association of Nature 

with birds and the outer world was more characteristic of the 

English than of the French, and may be considered one of their 
contributions to the tradition.56 The introduction by Death 

and Life of the idea of immortality seems likewise novel. The 

equation of God with Nature, or Kind, as in Piers the Plowman, 
is not to be found in other English or French literature of the 

period. On the other hand, Middle English lacked poems, 

typical of Old French, in which Nature appeared instructing a 

poet in his art or lamenting his death. Though the English 
wrote court allegories in which Nature took part, they did not 
in this time employ her in political allegory like that of Des 

champs. On the whole, nevertheless, the same sorts of moral 
and educative allegories appeared in both tongues. 

E. C. Knowlton 

Another reference is made to Nature, that when a man reached the age 
of sixty, she ceased her strength (p. 285). 

88 It may be recalled that tradition would have it that Alan of Lille and 

Jean de Hauteville, distinguished for interest in nature, spent part of their 

lives in England. Nothing substantial can be made of the point, however. 
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